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NOTES BY THE WAY.
It is undoubtedly true that malicious and mischievous
spirits can and do injure their unsuspecting victims on our
physical plane ; but we very much doubt whether it is in
their power to injure beyond closely guarded limits ; and
we are inclined to think that only as much power is per
mitted them as earth’s discipline and perhaps their own
needs make desirable. On this point an inspirational com
munication throws consoling light :—
Order is so much the law with communities in spirit life
that they control the criminals that come to them in a way that
effectually prevents their preying upon the morals of society at
home, and in earth life as well. Were it not so, the pande
monium that earth and the sphere would he is utterly incon
ceivable by mortals. No language is adequate to depict the
conditions that would be propagated broadcast by tho
unnumbered multitudes of the depraved, who would delight in
the miseries they could inflict and revel in the work of
demoralisation. The thought is injustice to the wisdom that
designed the order of nature, and made it the prerogative of the
higher sphere to elevate the lower by its influence, and not
depress it.
Yes; however limited our knowledge may be, we have
surely no right to assume that the unseen spheres will be
less orderly and less under control than the seen. On the
contrary, we have every reason for believing that the good
and all-wise Creator will continue there the process of
development and improvement which He so gloriously
initiated here.

We perhaps ought to be very much obliged to “The
Christian Register ” for a long and animated article on
“The Duty of Spiritualists,” but, somehow, as the old
hymn says, “ Hosannas languish on our tongue.” “ The
Christian Register ” is the cultured representative of
American Unitarians. It is breezy, frank, broad, generous.
On occasions it has been hospitable to Spiritualism, and it
is so even in this article. But we do not quite relish its
high and mighty preaching to us. It is kind enough to
admit that “ there is a wide realm of phenomena which we
have hardly begun to explore, and whose full meaning we
cannot yet understand
and that the complaint, on the
part of Spiritualists, that scientific men have not candidly
investigated these phenomena, is “ not without founda
tion”; and then it upbraids us for letting the American
Psychical Research Society run short of funds ! That is
rather funny. In this country we might almost reverse
the complaint, and say that while the Psychical Research
Society lavishes its money in cracking nuts, poor Spirit
ualism is building the temple with hardly even a crumb of
appreciation from its wealthy cousin.
Then “The Christian Register” proceeds to bang the
spiritualists for encouraging impostors and vulgar per
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formers. That is rather odd. The Spiritualists of America
are acknowledged to be serious and capable ; and yet they
squander on cheats the money they ought to give to the
Psychical Research Society ! This Society “ has had to
suspend its work because it has not had money enough to
carry it on.” That is a pity ; but it is, to say the least of
it, curious. In such a race, truth and honour and sense do
not usually go to the wall.
“ Cheats ” 1 Yes, certainly ; we have never denied it,
but “ The Christian Register ” goes too far when it strongly
hints that Spiritualists protect the cheats as cheats. That
must be nonsense.
Not even an American likes to be de
frauded. No: there is something deeper than that; and
“ The Register ” only reveals its animus or its ignorance
when it says : “ To pay one or two a dollars a night for the
privilege of being defrauded in this way is the luxury that
some people insist on enjoying. But to make this the
basis of a faith in the life hereafter, and proclaim it as an
evidence of the truth of Spiritualism, is a sacrilegious form
of humour which would make the devils laugh.”
This is not criticism : it is slogging. That some
Spiritualists are taken in is, of course, true; but that they
condone it or even like it is sheer nonsense: and to say
that they make it the basis of their faith is to put the
speaker out of court.
“Phantasms: Original Stories Illustrating Posthumous
Personality and Character,” by Wirt Gerrare (London:
The Roxburghe Press), is a book of undoubted power, but
we can hardly resist the temptation to say—of wasted
power. We cannot get up, and we do not want to get up,
any sympathy with these gruesome stories. We hesitate
to believe in them, and we do not see the use of them.
Will no one approach the unseen on the side on which its
inhabitants are sweet, and wise, and sane 1 A very brief
introduction has in it several aoute remarks, but the rest
is—raw rum, and we don’t like it.

“ The Religious Review of Reviews ” thinks our Dr.
Peebles is “orthodox,” or, rather, thinks that Dr. Peebles
thinks he is orthodox. We are glad to hear it, and would
be very glad if all our Christians could get into Dr. Peebles'
neighbourhood. Noticing Dr. Peebles’ article in “ The
Arena,” lately reviewed in these columns, it says :—
The curious inconsistency of his position is that while
looking for the regeneration of the world through the practice
of mystic and occult communion with the spirit world, he
bitterly denounces “ the shibboleths ” and “brutal dogmatisms”
of current Christian teaching as tending to enslave the soul,
which craves for more direct contact with the invisible world
than they are able to allow it. It is strange to find, at the close
of the nineteenth century, that orthodox Christianity is not
sufficiently supernatural for some of its would-be professors.
But “The Religious Review of Reviews” does not
know what is the matter. No one says that “ orthodox
Christianity is not sufficiently supernatural.” What we
say is that the majority of “ orthodox” persons seem to us
to be arbitrary when they say that what they call the
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WITCHCRAFT IN SCOTLAND.

1570 TO 1G63.

VIII.
By Erisa.

I now deal with some cases of witchcraft occurring in the
early part of the seventeenth century. In 1629, I find that one,
Alexander Hamilton, was apprehended as a notorious “ Warlock,” and put in the Tolbooth (prison) of Edinburgh. On his ap
prehension, Hamilton charged four women living in Haddington,
and five residing in its neighbourhood, with being guilty of
witchcraft, and in November, 1629, the Privy Council gave
orders to hire the whole of these nine apprehended. As,
however, their poverty made it inconvenient for them to go to
Kdinburgh. the Privy Council ordained the Presbytery of Haddmiton to examine them in their own district. No record
appears to have been kept of the results of the Presbyterial
eximinat-on, from which we rather infer that the charges made
by the alleged warlock were found to be untrue. About the
same time, another woman, named Katherine Oswald, residing
ddry, near Edinburgh, was accused by Hamilton of the crime
of witchcraft, and no less than four lawyers were appointed
to ait as assessors on the trial of the case. It was said of this
alleged witch that she had the power of insensibility to pain,
which in those benighted times was held as a clear indication
of “ witch quality,’’ and, at the trial, two witnesses deposed tint
they saw a pin put in to the head into her body by Mr. John
Aird Minister,there being on the accused’s shoulder “ the devil’s
mark, and nae bluid following nor she naeways shrinking there
at.” The informer or alleged warlock, Hamilton, further alleged
that he had been with Katherine Oswald at a meeting of witches
between Niddry and EJmonstone, where they had met with
the devil. It was also charged against the accused that she
had formed one of a witch party who had met at Prest onpans
and used charms on the night of the great storm at tho end of
March, 1625. The leading charges, however, which were
formulated against the accused were the alleged cures of disease
by means of sorcery and incantation. After trial Katherine
< Iswald was duly convicted and burnt.
Hamilton was himself brought to trial in Juno of the fol
lowing year
when the charges found against him were—
(1) that he met the devil in the form of a black man on Kings
ton Bills, near Haddington. Having engaged to serve his
Satanic Majesty, his instructions for raising him were to strike
the ground thrice with a fir stick, crying, “Rise up, foul
thief!" In pursuance of this arrangement, Hamilton had
‘ ‘ raised the devil ” on several occasions for a diabolic consul
tation, and sometimes the latter appeared as a dog, or a cat, and
occasionally as a black crow. It was also found against him that,
by Satanic aid, he had caused a mill full of corn, belonging to
Provost Cockburn, to be burned, the modus operand! being the
taking of three stalks of corn from the Provost’s stacks and burn
ing these on the Carleton Hills, whereat the whole mill and its
contents immediately ignited and were burned. It was also
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might be destroyed and to that end getting an encham'j
dead foal and putting it in Sir (ieorgeg stab!
under his horse's manger, and placing a dead hand (takelJ
from a uravc), which was enchanted by the devil, in Sir Gu,,r,,
garden in Berwick, whereby this baronot contracted a gnev()llJ
disoa.se, and of which 1m c mid not be recovered until the li ;'
foal and hand had been discovered and burned. Another chan,
against the accused was that 1m made a man’s wife wash ht!
husband's shirt in a “south running water,” and then pm
on him wot, whereby ho recovered—ono of the earliest and m
successful cases on record of hydropathic treatment. All til#
charges being found proved, this poor man was also condemn.;
to the usual penalty of death.
Tlm next cise I wish to deal with is a very short one-tint
of Susanna Chancellor, daughter of the Laird of Shield-hill
who was accused before an ecclesiastical court, viz., th9
Presbytery of Lanark, for consulting with charmers and burying
a child’s clothes between “ three lairds’ lands ” for health. Bj
her penitence before this ecelesiastioal tribunal this lady
pardoned and escaped the usual penalty of dire punishment 1
dabbling in the occult.
Mention has been made in these articles of what has been
called the “ Devil’s marks” on certain witches. I find that in
the Register House, Edinburgh, there is a deposition by .John
Kincaid, “ witch finder,” relative to the Devil’s mark found on
Patrick Watson and Meenie Haliburton, two accused persons,
and which is dated in 1649. This witch tinder “confessed
before a Bench or commission of gentlemen ” resident in East
Lothian, and who were sitting for the time at Dirleton, and
deposed that having “skill in finding the Devil’s mark” on the
persons of those suspect of witchcraft, and being desired to try
to prove witches and warlocks confined in the Castle of Dirleton,
he found the Devil’s mark on the back of Patrick Watson, a
little under the point of his left shoulder; and upon the left
side of the neck of Meenie Haliburton, a little above her left
shoulder, “ whairof they were not sensible, neither cam furtb
(forth) thereof any bloode, after I had tryed the samen (same)
as exactlie as I did any uthers ” (others).
Thereafter Meenie Haliburton, then in prison in the Castle
of Dirleton suspected of witchcraft, was brought up before the
Baillie of Dirleton and three of the leading persons in authority
there, and having been accused of this offence on the statement
of Agnes Clarkson, “late sufferer for the said crime,"
as also by Patrick Watson (her husband), who “ lykewise
sufferit thairfor ” (suffered therefor), she confessed that
eighteen years ago her daughter being sick, she had asked one
Patrick Cristeson, in Aberlady, to cure her, and he twice
refused, and within six days thereafter the devil came, in the
form of a man, to her house, calling himself a physician, and
saying “1m had good salves of Oylispak ” (spikenard) with
which he would cure her daughter, which she took, and gave
him two English shillings. He then departed, promising to
come again in eight days, which ho did. On the first occasion
she stated that she gave him milk and broad, and on the second
her husband (Patrick Watson), being in, gave the devil “a
pint of ale.” On one occasion he remained in the house all
night, her husband being absent; and on that occasion he
desired her to renounce Christ and her baptism, which she did,
“and became his servant.” She further deposed that her
“dochter (daughter) had the wyte (blame) of all her wicked
ness, wishing she had never been born.” This deposition was
again renewed or adhered to in all particulars; and I find as
the result of it that the Ecclesiastical Court (the Presbytery of
Haddington) ordered this poor woman for trial. The result is
not given ; but I have no doubt the same fate befel her as did
her unfortunate husband.
*** The next two articles, which will conclude the series,
will be devoted to the Auldearn cases.
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OBJECTIVITY OF AURAS.
votATED FROM THE "

AnXALP.S DES SCIENCES PsVCHIQVES.”
________

(Continued from p. 520.)

fourth Question.—Are tho descriptions of aura specially in,jL,nced by

agents which represent the different forms of

,u?i?y ■
Restricted by the narrow limits which we have here lm-sed upon ourselves, we have confined this study to the clearest
•‘nii best characterised manifestations of aura ; that is, to those
^hich develop in electro-magnets and in magnets. The effects
I different forms of energy—mechanical actions, heat, light,
jbetricity, magnetism and chemical actions—were the objects
Reichenbach’s researches, and if we excuse ourselves from
jdn'.itt'Ug the theoretical conclusions which he has drawn from
it at leaBt appears that the descriptions given by the
numerous subjects whom he employed should not be neglected,
no,r that we think we have demonstrated the existence of
t|ie aura. We are only concerned here with our personal
researches.
(a) Electro-magnets.—The experiments explained in the study
of the first question have established that the passage of the
cunent in the bobbin causes two auras, one at each extremity
of the soft iron core ; these auras disappear some seconds after
the current is suppressed when the core is of soft iron ; if the
core is steel, not previously magnetised, the auras caused by the
passage of the current endure. There was one important
question to solve : Did the colours of the two auras depend on
the magnetic nature of the poles of the core ? In order to reply
M that question we wound around a soft iron core a spiral made
from an insulated copper wire ; then we sent through that wire a
current produced by one element of the bichromate battery,
changing from time to time either the direction of the current
without touching the spiral,or the direction of the spiral, towards
the right side or towards the left side, without changing the
direction of the current. We have in this way verified that the
colours of the two auras do not depend on the magnetic nature of
the poles produced (north or south), but on the situation of these
poles in relation to the entrance and issue of the current, whatevermay be the direction of the spiral. (We here suppose, as
is generally admitted, that the propagation of the established
current takes place from the positive pole to the negative pole
of the electric source in the exterior circuit.) These colours
are then the same as those of the conducting wires uniting the
■ two extremities of the spiral to the two poles of the battery ;
I that is to say, that the extremity of the iron core, situated at
, the entrance of the current, gives a blue aura, and the
. extremity situated at the issue of the current a red aura, when
; L---- is not inverting. The intensity and length of the two
' aura3 seem to augment and diminish simultaneously with the
I intensity of the current. With the spiral employed, which
presented a very feeble resistance (about two metres of copper
I wire one millemetre in diameter), there was at the moment of
the circuit’s closure after a long rest, a loud crack, followed
by a rapid diminution of intensity; these variations were
verified by the more or less intense perceptions of the subject.
In the case of a steel bar, it keeps the aura colours which
are appropriate to it through the first passage of the magnetising
j current, (b) Magnets. It follows from what precedes that
| the aura colour of each of the poles of a magnet obtained
through the effect of an electric current circulating in a bobbin
depends essentially on the situation which this pole occupies
during magnetisation in relation to the direction of the current’s
propagation; this colour is independent of the magnetic nature
of the poles. That explains how it happens that among several
magnets presented simultaneously to the same subject, poles of
the one name give a blue colour, those of the other a red. We
have often verified this fact, whose explanation has lately been
yielded by experiments carried out with the electro-magnet.
With regard to the subject L------, when he does not invert, the
blue colour corresponds to the aura of the magnet’s pole which
is nearest the positive pole of electric source (following the
circuit) which produces the magnetising current ; and the red
colour to the aura of the magnet’s pole situated nearest to the
negative side of the source. But the magnets are not always
obtained by means of an electric current : we also employed
other methods of magnetisation, which are all tantamount to
contact of one or two poles of a strong magnet or electro-magnet
with the piece to be magnetised. It was, therefore, interesting
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to examine the effect of this contact, an-1 i_; u Mowing i *'h
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c'Z'Fir
Souring pole.
If the iron bar wm placed in
with the two poles of the magnet, an occura
armature is placed in contact with the tw^ limbs 'A a 1.
shoe magnet, the two auras which projected into
air
disappeared, and each of the two halves of the
‘ J r *;
adjoining the two poles of the magnet took •.!. Mme col
the corresponding pole. That is specially tl,.;
which th
large magnet’s armature present-, when the m-.
Therefore, the colour communicated to a piece oiI iron t'.ro’jg.n
contact with the pole of a magnet, is the same a-.» th e c<■_< >,
,f
that pole, whatever may be the latter •- magnet.'. na
*.:.at-re
>: ; ,f t-.e
piece of iron is in contact with the two poles of -.Ae
each of the two halves takes the coloured its neigh ;x>unr,? -.-.ie.
The question is not, however, thoroughly elucidated, for the
drawing reproduced in the figure show-, that the aura at the
north pole of a bar magnet may be completely rt
a
steel bar placed transversely above.
Finally, how do the auras of the two poles of inazuete
behave when the poles are approached to each other '■
The figure drawn after nature by Albert I____ indicates
how they repel each other when the poles are of the same name.
Other figures show how they attract and traverse each other
when they arise from opposite poles.
Fifth Question.—Do the different hypnotic states exert any
influence on the vision of aura '
The vision is certair
modified by the depth of the subject's hypnotic state.
when awake, he sees nothing of the auras which he perce:v-3
when his eyes have been magnetised, and since he ceaees to -=•«■
them when the sleep becomes profound. But do these varir,- =
degrees of depth cause modifications in the colours of the auras
perceived 1 This is a point which we intended to elucidate
when our experiments were suddenly interrupted by circum
stances known to the majority of the persons who interested
themselves in our studies.
Sixth Question.— Can the perception of the aura be in
fluenced by suggestion ? In order to ascertain if suggestion
could influence rhe manner of seeing the auras, Mons. de Rochas
showed to L----- , in the waking state, an iron bar, and ex
plained to him that this bar, instead of being magnetised. like
the others which had a pole at each extremity, was magnetised
so as to have two poles on two longitudinal opposite faces. T-subject, being put into the hypnotic state, represented on this
bar—which was really magnetised in the ordinary way, wf-h a
pole at each extremity—an aura at each end, with a slSfisurplus along the faces as if there were at the same time mar
tial magnetisation in the sense suggested. Suggestion had
therefore partially acted. Among other trials made in the
waking or hypnotic states, some succeeded and others failed
But one success is sufficient to demonstrate the existence of the
cause of error. It is, therefore, absolutely indispensable to
reveal nothing in presence of the subject, either by word or
act, which could influence him in his descriptions, and that no
matter whether his condition be one of waking or of lethargyIf a description of what he sees is required, “ What do you
see ? ” must be the only question put to him. If he is to draw
or paint, he ought to be left alone and in the greatest quiet.
We even think that it is well to limit the number of perswis
present to the two operators, because a greater number causes
most frequently, an agitation which is prejudicial to the experi
ment, as we have several times been able to verify.
w
Only One World.—It is not matter nor se»-slime nor
protoplasm that constitutes the basis of life, but spirit—that is
to say, spiritual or divine substance. Spirituality is the
stardial reality. And man is a spirit note—a spirit living in a
material body, which body bears something of the same relation
to the real, conscious, invisible man that the husk bears to the
corn. Evidently man is a trinity in unity, constituted of a
physical body, a spiritual body, and a conscious, undying soul—
triune here, dual over there, and one uncompounded, indestruc
tible divine substance in his inmost, forever. Advanced spirits
are denominated angels. Spirits are hut men and women di
vested of their mortal bodies. They have taken with them
consciousness, memory, reason, sympathy, iduAtcrer. They
walk by our sides often, and yet unseen. Philosophically con
sidered there is but one world, and that one world embraces the
yesterdays, the to-days, and the innumerable to-morrows of
eternity.—Dr. J. M. Peebles, in “TheArena.”
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over death.
In truth, the ultimate and all-conquerin-r o.
.Spiritualism will be found in this
blend::.g of thebumtr. and divine. iv e may callit.
*
f'
w-.J,—Creation, The Communion of the Holy Spin, -T;
Incarnation,—its essence is the thought that God
'
in and through Tian : that the evolution of 31a-•
protouna /sense. *
ne unio'ding of God : and that r
.
appeared upon this earth or grew out oi it
manifestation, in the human, of the divine. That
“ Magna Charta : of Spiritualism. It is a com-etc
fication of all we have said on the higher plane- of
testimony: it is the guarantee of all our propheci-v /
hopes.

SPIRITUAIJ8M.

The recurrence of Christmas-tide brings with it tine
pleasant rejection that a chapge is coming over us which,
though it breathes onward with subtile movement, and
often imperceptibly, is, ■ ■rre tome germ. er:--. y.r:i'..y
solving the ice bound streams of Christendom. To Spiritualists, more than to any
.y others, this change is of vital
importance. In wa'y? perhaps deeper and more far-reaching
than they know, it will at once justify and explain them to
tne wor.d. Be refer to the subtile change that is taking
p.a-'.e in men s minds in regard to the human nature and
tie errr-.r. .t;r:t t:
e Art', we kat'e ’get beer,
ce.eorating, as explaining the common human nature and
A UMTARiAK PROFESSION OF FA."-.
t-te numan spirit common to us a.l. Evidences are accumu
lating that the spirit of Jesus and the human nature of
We have received a copy of a very original f
Jesus must henceforth be regarded a-, after ail, vital?.’ one
paper. It contains the announcement.- of a Unitarm
oars. On almost every hand, timidly or boldly, with
Church in Blanche-ter, and the following interesting p.->
confiuence or whispered awe, it ha? been, and
gramme headed “ What we Believe :—
being, taught that the human nature of Jesus is a part of
V.e believe that :n and around the seen, is the Unseel
ms revelation : so that the true meaning of the Incarna
that above and beyond the temporal, abides the Eternal; :i«
tion mds its full unfolding in the tremendous thought that
greater than the body is the Soul.
Gou is revealing or incarnating Himse.f in the human
AA e believe that the universe is the vesture, or one of tit
rate, and that Jesus is an instance of this—a sublime and vestures, of the Great Soul that men call God ; and that he A;
uu'tetuss.y u.mmos instanie—but st:? -t.n iustanie.
woven for himself that garment of which we form part.
Thus regarded, Jesus is a kind of symbol or representative,
We believe that the Great Soul is a heart of love to
m
and the human race, and not he alone, is the revelation or children, educating and leading them that they may approvA
nee rer to his perfection.
in tarnation of God.
We believe that this world has never been left without 13
The Rev. John Vaughan has lately told ue that “bv
witness of God ; and that the wise and good men of all azfe
taking our nature upon him, Christ has ennobled the
have voiced the messages of the Eternal. Prs-eminent anttip-t
w-.-.c.e numan race.
Eut that wants probing. He could
the prophets, leaders, and saviours of mankind we place Jest;
■st bare ennobled it by merely putting it on as a dress or the Prophet of Nazareth,
m.a-z
\ hferer.'.': tt tie : -:. .e.
We believe that in the many writings that have coms cc“
To ; out if Christ revealed to us the fact that we are the to ti? from anti ;uity we often find inspiring thoughts ana -■■■
words. Pre-eminent amongst such writings we place —'•t t.'.e
t...t ;. ;mt.:e natute is reaiv
collection
of Hebrew and early Christian books known as
a divine nature on the march—divine in its origin, and
Bible.
. .
divme in its destiny—and if he helped us to live in a
We believe that there are Modern Prophets, and that
.
manner worthy of this, his human life was . indeed, a mar Scripture (inspired of God is still being written.
~
vellous ennobling of the human race; and the Incarnation,
We believe that Conscience is our chief seat or au:.ttn.,o ,
ceasing to be merely a metaprr.-sical mystery, becomes trie voice of God sounding within us; that Reason
A>;
guide in all concerns of religion and life ; and tha. --...... most practical, the most positive, the most explanatory
fact in human history.
What is the special interest of this to Spiritualists ?
The answer to that fact will be found in the question :
What is at the very heart of Spiritualism :
Not what we
usually call “ phenom ena::—meaning thereby specially
occult occurrence
*
—but the grasp of trie great truth tlmt
•11 phenomena, all appearances, are spirit-manife tation-:—
MigME and men, the heavenly Jerusalem above and
earthly Jerusalem below, the Mountof Transfiguration and
the sunritae on Mont Blanc, Jesus and the children whom
he tiMebed and blest. A human spirit
emanation
ftw® God, from the Spirit “ in whom we ail live and ba

to duty is the highest service we can render.

The Unitarians are not usually credited .rith

.

r^ei:

spirituality and simplicity as we find in tm ----- •
Perhaps, like most other people, they are on th® n3O','7 c,f
wish them all well. They must all end in a philo^. .

—or in the theological dustbin.

I
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the mysteries of mediumship.
MISS FLORRIE COOK.
By Ouit Special Representative.

(Continued from p. 608.)
<‘I am anxious to know about the famous experiments of
j[t, Crookes, and how it happened that you were Eelected as the
Object of them.”
.‘There is little to tell that has not appeared in print. But
^js is not generally known. I went to Mr. Crookes myself,
without the knowledge of my parents or friends, and offered
iiiyself a willing sacrifice on the altar of his unbelief. It was
Immediately after the unpleasant incident of Mr. Volckmann,
sud those who did not understand said many cruel things of me.
Air. Crookes, who had had a very little experience already, did
1)Ot spare me with the rest; and something he said nettled me
s(l much that I went straight to him without a thought, except
to put myself right with him and the world. 1 said, in effect,
‘You believe me to be an impostor. Well, you shall see. I
ffill come to your house ; Mrs. Crookes shall supply me with
clothes, and send those that I come in away. You shall keep
me under the closest observation as long as you like, make any
experiment you choose, and satisfy yourself completely and
finally one way or the other. I make only one condition. If
vou find I am a fraud denounce me as strongly’ and as publicly
as you please ; but if you find that rhe phenomena are genuine,
and that I am but an instrument in the hands of the Unseen,
say so honestly and publicly, and clear me before the world.’ ’
“And Mr. Crookes took you at your word, as we all know.”
“ He did, and kept his part of the bargain like the perfect
gentleman he is, though it cost him something to make the
frank and unequivocal avowal that he did. Everyone who has
the smallest acquaintance with the literature of modern
Spiritualism knows what happened ; how from hearing me
breathing and sighing in the cabinet whilst Katie was outside in
full view, Mr. Crookes and the rest of his family came to see us
both, often and often in the full glare of electric light, together
and at the same time ; how Katie entered into the spirit of his
experiments, and learning to trust him fully and freely, fell in
readily with his every suggestion, and furthered his plans in
every possible way in her power; how he took dozens of photo
graphs of her alone, and of the two of us together; how he
satisfied himself that Katie when materialised was a woman of
flesh and blood, with beating heart, throbbing pulse, and re
spiring lungs like the rest of us, and yet saw her melt into
nothingness again and again before his eyes; how he was
present at that last pathetic scene, when Katie, her work being
done, bid me a touching farewell, my eyes blinded with tears
and my voice choked with sobs — all this is told in
Mr. Crookes’ book—and the end of it was that he rendered
me as ample and complete a tribute as I could have possibly
expected or desired. ‘I wish,’ he said, ‘to make the most
public acknowledgment of the obligation 1 am under to Miss
Cook for her readiness to assist me in my experiments. Every
test that I have proposed she has at once agreed to submit to
with the utmost willingness ; and I have never seen anything
approaching the slightest symptom of a wish to deceive. In
deed, I do not believe she could carry on a deception if she
were to try, and if she did she would certainly’ be found out
Very quickly, for such a line of action is altogether foreign to
her nature.’ And he adds : ‘To imagine that an innocent
school girl of fifteen should be able to conceive and then success
fully carry out for three years so gigantic an imposture as this,
and at the time should submit to any test which might be
imposed upon her, should bear the strictest scrutiny, and should
meet with even better success in my own house than at home,
knowing that she visited me with the express object of sub
mitting to strict scientific tests—to imagine, I say, the Katie
King of the last three years to be the result of imposture does
more violence to one’s reason and common‘sense than to believe
her to be what she herself affirms.’ I quote this testimony, not
because of its personal reference to myself, but because of its
complete vindication of Katie King, the spirit, who for three
years used me for the production of some of the most marvel
lous phenomena on record. Mr. Cromwell Varley’s famous
experiments, too, led to precisely the same conclusions,
but these, of course, although thorough, would not compare for
Unremitting and untiring watchfulness, exhaustiveness, and
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comprehensiveness with the severe and searebin" te?.ta hui.- •' 1
by Mr. Crookes.”
Now, as to your present powers. You tell me they ar-;
not fat removed from those of what we may’ call the palmy day -.
of your mediumistic career.”
“Perhaps this statement needs some qualification so far as
materialisation is concerned, although even in that I think
regular sittings would soon bring me back to the old level. B it
let me mention one or two recent incidents, and you shall judg-;
for yourself what ground I have lost. A short time ago I
an invitation to Cardiff and gave several s.-ances. Sitting at the
house of Mr. B----- ,1 warned that gentleman that I would not be
responsible for the safety of the valuable pieces of china and the
miniatures with which the walls of the room were covered.
Marie, my control, promised that they should come to no harm,
and, the light being put down, she handed the pieces of china one
by one, till the walls were cleared, to my host, who piled them
on the floor by’ his side. I was tied with tape round the waist,
two pieces running down and being tacked to the floor: and
when the light was turned up it was seen that the whole of
the miniatures had been removed from their places and
strung in rows round my waist and along the tapes to the
floor, each being separately knotted in the tape, although there
were no loose ends to do it with. At my house, after a
seance at which we satin evening dress, my neck and shoulders
were found to be covered with messages to the sitters, the
words appearing as if written on the skin in some bright red
pigment, which slowly faded away and disappeared after being
read. Both of these circumstances took place in the pre
sence of a number of people, who could testify to their
occurrence.”
“After that, I think it may be asserted without fear of
contradiction that you are as good a medium as ever.”
“ Well, I must not spoil the effect of such stories by recount
ing mere commonplace events, as, for example, the bringing
down from upstairs of a couple of big bath sponges laden with
water, and the sprinkling of their contents over the sitters
because they complained of the heated atmosphere of the seance
room. I could tell you much like that. But here is something
that will interest you perhaps, particularly as in this instance I
have some documentary evidence to bear out any assertions.
People have got into the habit of sending to or leaving with me,
sealed envelopes eontwhving questions, to which they usually
get answers in the same envelopes. If you were to go
up to my work-room you would see two or three lying
about now. I throw the envelopes down anywhere, and when
I am told the answers are given I send them back to the ques
tioners, who sometimes are good enough to go to the trouble of
acknowledging their satisfaction with the result. Here is such a
recognition. If you read this letter you will see that the good
man goes into raptures over the outcome of his experiment.
The writer, you observe, is Mr. Adams, president of the Cardiff
Psychological Society. I must tell you that Mr. Adams
is an amateur rhymester as well as a Spiritualist, and he
was so pleased with the seances at Cardiff that he asked
to be allowed to send me a piece of poetry as a souvenir of
them, a request to which, with amused curiosity, I assented.
Shortly after my return home I received two sealed letters
from Mr. Adams, without any explanation,‘and simply marked
A and B. Now A, as you will see he explains, contained an
acrostic which I ought to tell you was a neat little piece of
work, in which the words ‘ Florrie ' and ‘ Marie ’ were in
geniously interwoven, and a letter to me asking my acceptance
of it in commemoration of the sittings he had so much enjoyed ;
and B contained a simple request to Mrs. Blunt, another of my
controls who takes charge of what I might call the literary
department., to hand envelope A over to me. I placed the
packets on my work-table and awaited results. A few days
later I found acrostic and letter lying open on the floor, whilst
both the envelopes, sealed and tied and as bulky’ as before,
were in their places apparently’ intact. In addition to the two
loose papers, I found another telling me to send back the
envelopes as they were to Mr. Adams. That gentleman, you
see, says he was quito disappointed on getting them, supposing at
first that his plan had ‘gang agley,’ but on opening them he found
that it had been perfected for him in a way quite unexpected.
Envelope A had the same contents as when it left him ; but
envelope B, instead of his letter and acrostic, contained a nice
letter from Mrs. Blunt, in direct writing on my headed note
paper, thanking him, on my behalf, for the acrostic, and
expressing tho hope that ho would be pleased with the result
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ance with his conception of the highest right
truth. Hence will-power was called into p^,an<1
necessary that this should have something more
*negative unfoldment. Activity on the side of ri'.q '.'n
was demanded, a positive influence for good, and resistance to the forces of evil; so that, as the f
individual’s quota contributed to the “stream
'if Lposterity might enter into a larger inheritance of
happiness. It was necessary to recognise that mind y'?”7 ,r/1thing more than a quality of matter, chat intel);,,,, ' ''
s mething more enduring than the threfcMc^r,'' ’ *• ’
and ten of mortal existence. In his progress--,,
slowly gaining clearer vision, with more intense th':r'"
closer application, man was beginning to discoyw ; ■
potencies in the universe; that which was not apparent"} ■'''
was becoming slowly revealed, and the grander
higher purposes of existence slowly unfolded before
,j
clearly then he realised that the universe centred r.?-,
eyeless socket; that mind was no blind resultant of blind
.
He saw that nature was not only equal to the highest di-..intelligence that he could conceive, but it required his ir.-l
gence to discover the intelligence in nature. A recogniti- i
this fact pointed to the conclusion that man lived after ph-, ■ >
death, being the result of an intelligence equal to all the
'LIFE PROBLEMS IN THE LIGHT OF SPIRITUALISM/’ bilities of intelligence inherent in his nature. Coming t-, % <
sideration of the nature of life, the lecturer said they weree-.-,.
On Monday, 17th inst., Mr. E. W. Wallis, of Manchester,
fronted by an initial problem. What was the subtile
Editor of •' The Two Worlds,’’ delivered a trance address under
which differentiated the protoplasmic fluid, decreeing t'mi;
the above title to a gathering of members and friends of the
should ultimate, in one case, in the outworking of the bird
Alliance at 2, Duke-street, Adelphi. Mr. E. Dawsox Rogers
the butterfly; in another case, the beast of the field : and in
(the President of the Alliance) occupied the chair and briefly
another case should eventuate in the creation of a man’
introduced the speaker, alluding to him as a genuine and
Through these subtile conditions, in their lowest stages, they
earnest Spiritualist, and expressing regret that the members of
were compelled to recognise that life, and all the ener
the Alliance had not known him more intimately before.
gising forces displayed by life, proceeded from sone
Mr. Wallis said : Mr. Chairman and friends,—We take it
antecedent cause associated with intelligence, and if one a::'„
that it will be generally conceded that right thinking and right
that matter contained within it the promise and potency of al'
conclusions affect the mode of life of the individual. Hence the
life and all forms of life, then one was forced to admit that
necessity for clear and definite information respecting the facts
there was no such thing as dead matter, that atoms, as points of
of life and the purpose and meaning of existence upon the
force, were centres of life, and under given conditions became
earth. From this point of view, we take it that the greatest
centres of soul-potency, ultimately blossoming out into the in
problem before man is man himself. He is at once the problem
dividuality of man. Science was slow to leading man behind
and the puzzle of the ages. To rightly understand one’s
the veil of seeming to the region of the real, revealing to bun
position in the economy of the Universe, to correctly interpret
that spirit was the real, the causative agency, that life was
the facts of one’s own consciousness, to realise what constitutes
spiritual, differing in its expressions, but alike in its divine
the permanent and the valuable, and to sift out that which is
source. The universe pervaded by this immanent energy, in
merely transitory and lacks enduring qualities, becomes, there obedience to the impulse from its central soul, fulfilled its
fore, the business of life.
destiny and climbed to consciousness in man, enabling him to
Having thus struck the keynote of his discourse, the lecturer
become the interpreter of the divinity within him, and to in
proceeded to pass in review the ascending grades of conscious telligently outwork the purposes of his Creator and become one
ness as manifested in human being. Individual existence (he
with Him in spirit and in truth. The problem of life necessi
said i commenced on the plane of feeling. Life in the child was
tated the recognition of the fact that life was the expression of
practically altogether sensuous. But as time passed on and
the purposes of the infinite, and hence there could be nothing
the latent possibilities of the mind came to the front, the facul mean, low, or ignoble.
The assumption, therefore, tee
ties of perception and reflection began slowly to unfold. With
frequently made, that this earthly stage of existence was out if
its enlarged powers came possibilities of error, mistake, and
harmony with divine law, that it was the result of a flaw cr s
failure : hence it was necessary that the child should be disci failure, indicated a lack of true proportion, since it postulated
plined by experience and repeated and continuous effort, investi the existence of error in the dispensation of the infinite wisdom
Dealing with the problem of the being and nature of God, it
gation, and study. In the earlier life of the individual
was shown that as spiritual things must be spiritually discerned,
certain impressions were formed of the world which increasing
the more spiritually minded man became, the truer would be
experience showed to be inaccurate, and by and by it was seen
his conception and apprehension of the Deity. But this was
that these impressions were not correct representations of the
largely a matter of intuitional unfoldment and the enlargement
actual facts. At one time the earth seemed flat and the heavens
of the diviner consciousness which every individual possess
solid. But these false impressions presented to the mind by
the faculties of feeling and perception were rectified by ascer for himself, although, perhaps, he would not be able to put his
conceptions into words, or express them in syllogistic form to
tained knowledge of the facts, and, passing from the stage of
mere feeling to that of thought and study, making his observa carry conviction to the sceptic who might not have attained the
tions,rectifying his impressions,and coming into closer relation degree of unfoldment that would enable him to recognise the
truth as it was beheld by those who had grown in harmony with
ship to facts, man began to formulate in his mind what is called
the divine thought and life. Associated with the thoughts of
a “law of nature”—a hypothesis—by means of which the
facts could be interpreted. Thus came man the thinker, seek the existence of a Creator came the question concerning death,
Science had failed to demonstrate the continuity of life, and
ing to learn something more of his true position in the universe.
It remained for
philosophy could only bid man hope on.
Beyond this stage of intellectual activity, they came to the
Spiritualism to demonstrate that there was no death,
plane of moral responsibility, when man began to recognise
that there were obligations devolving upon him in regard not I only transition ; that death (so-called) did not involve
of consciousness in the individual, did not
any change c.
only to himself, but to his fellows. Beyond this, again, was
split him into portions of fragmentary personality, but
unfolded another grade of development which expressed itself
maintained him as a natural and rational unit, with
in a recognition by man of the necessity for self control. There
enlarged
rather than diminished power of expression ; and ths.
were certain things which it was best to leave undone, certain
man,
as
a
thinker, lived on. That this was a verity had been
things which ought not to be done, certain tendencies which
testified thousands of times in the experience of the Spiri.u.,
had to be overcome, controlled, and regulated. The individual
ist, although the grand fact of the continuity of consciousness.
began to recognise that he must select his own course in accord-

of the experiment, and all this, as he avers, ‘ without tho en
velope, seal, or string being tampered with in any way.1 "
Excellent.
It does not seem to have occurred to Mr.
\d.ims that the plan as he arranged, if it was intended in any way
as a test, as wo must assume from the tying and sealing, would
have been perfectly inconclusive if carried out in his own way."
“ Of course. No doubt Mrs. Blunt saw this as clearly as
we do, and for everybody's satisfaction put the thing on a
proper footing. 1 his occurred last .June. Here is another case.
Mr. B • - (also a Cardiff gentleman) after a stay at our house
left a sealed letter. A day or two later I found a tish hook
wrapped in a piece of paper, on which was written by Mrs.
Blunt, ‘ 1 his is not nonsense. I ou are to send this hook to
Mr. B—
1 sent it with some misgiving, wondering what
my departed visitor would think. Some time aftci J came
across another piece of paper (I should tell you that these notes
are found all about the house) with answers by Mrs. Blunt to
four questions of Mr. B----- s, and with the added remark, ‘ 1
had notread your request to send the fish hook, but I saw
you hide it, and was thus able to send it you before I answered
the questions. Here is Mr. B----- 's letter, which you may
read, testifying to the complete success of the experiment.''
(To be continued.)
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,jelltity of individuality, could not bo explained on any
tl'1’'t])0Sia of brain functioning, oven in the spiritual counter|i)'l’00f the physical body, which carried on the oporations of
existence on the next stage of lifo.
Spiritualism
i'1
the only solution of a problem of the future existenabling man to interpret the facts of the present life
^'adiust them to their true relations with tho principle of
a J

The Ideality of Space and Hie Fourth Dimenaiori.

Siu,—In a letter which appeared October 27th, “C.C.M.”
states that Kant “expressly entertained ” the hypothesis of a
fourth dimension, and quotes several sentences from an early
work in which ho incidentally treats thereof. It certainly does
not appear from these citations that ho committed himself to
it; but even if it could be shown that Kant, in his early period
or in his dotage, did entertain the idea, it certainly would not
'’e'pealing with the destiny of man, tho lecturer said that it
follow, as “C.C.M.” urges, that the hypothesis is consistent
]tis destiny to live—there was no death—it was his destiny
with Idealism. The groat philosopher, during an octogenarian
l)0 for ever reaping the consequences of all that ho thought lifo wholly devoted to speculation, had, no doubt, time to enter
tl\l did ; but, in the Divine economy, the consequences of
tain and to reject many hypotheses ; but tho standard by which
*"ono-doing were mado to benefit him, the pains and penalties he is to bo estimated is his greatest and maturcst work, the
* r0 all ordained to be stepping-stones to ulterior success ; but,
“Critique of Pure Reason.”
"though the forces of evolution wore ever tending to raise him
I will try to expain briefly why the “ Fourth Dimension ” is
inconsistent with Idealism.
’.^er in the scale of existence, he must himself bo an active
In dreams the mind evidently creates a space, which, while
°rticipator in the work.
we are dreaming, is as real to us as that in which we pass our
The lecture, to which in the above abstract we are, perforce,
normal existence.
We see a man a hundred yards away, and
ye to do only scanty justice, closed with an eloquent appeal to
think it necessary to shout to him, or wait till ho approaches ;
those present to cultivate spiritual unfoldment so that tho time
^pht be hastened when the tree of life should yield in abun we see wide panoramas and complex movements, while, in
physiological fact, all tho drama is being enacted on the
dance the rich fruits of truth, beauty, wisdom, and love.
A numbor of questions from the audience were ably replied
narrow stage of a portion, perhaps a very small portion, of the
to at the close, but wo regret inability to find space to repro brain.
duce this part of the proceedings. A vote of thanks to the
In normal life, tho ordinary space-consciousness is subject
lecturer then brought to a close a very pleasant and profitable
to occasional brief interruptions, during which the mind seems
meeting, the last gathering of the members of the Alliance for
to create its own space for a moment, just as it does in all
dreams necessarily and continuously. For an instance from my
the present year.____________ ________________
own experience : I was looking at a set of photographic views
of tho Paris Exhibition of 1889, each being arranged behind a
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
separate binocular stereoscope. One of these, a photograph of the
[The Editor is not responsible for opinions expressed by correspondents,
great Salle des Machines, gave me a vivid, involuntary feeling
and sometimes publishes what he does not agree with for the purpose
that I was standing on a gallery in the building itself, and
oj presenting views that may elicit discussion.']
could have stepped into it and walked down it. I looked
Hieroglyphs Written through Mr. Duguid.
repeatedly at this view, as it had a sort of fascination for me,
Sir,—I shall be glad if you can allow me space to correct an and the feeling renewed itself without effort each time. This
experience impressed me from its vividness, but a similar sensa
error that has somehow slipped into my letter on the above
tion may be produced by any well-painted dioramic picture,
subject. I am made to quote the word “kliet—‘ dwelling in.’”
and even by the micro-photographs on glass which are some
I intended to say “ khent—‘dwelling in.’” As the word khet
times
inserted in ornamental penholders and such-like articles.
is mentioned in the next line of my letter, and. as the two words
Here the effect of large space is produced by a small object near
are quite different in appearanoo and meaning, the apparently
the eye. The microscope carries the principle farther, and a
slight error may possibly cause confusion to readers.
fish’s scale brought to a focus at l-50th inch from the eye seems
F. W. Read.
a maze of intricate design.
Is Spiritualism a Religion ?
Carry the principle farther still : let object and image be
indefinitely near together, and the object becomes indefinitely
Sir,—Referring to recent correspondence on “Spiritualism
large. Let the object and the image coincide, and the object
and Religion, ” may I refer your readers to a paper on this sub
ject read by me to the Spiritualists’ Allianco on November image becomes infinitely large ; that is, it fills all our space-con
sciousness, and leaves nothing to be seen beyond itself.
28th, 1888 ? It was the subject also of some comment at the
Now, this seems to be what happens in dreams. Dream
time, and a reference to “Light” volume for 1888 will be
space, however, though it perfectly satisfies our dreaming
interesting to those who are new inquirers.
faculties, seems, on comparison with the space of our normal
I see no reason to withdraw from any of the points which
life, to be limited and confined. But this is in accord with that
my brother and I there carefully stated. Morell Theobald.
general lowering of the intellectual faculties in dream-life
[Mr. Theobald’s Address maybe had at the office of “Light ”—
which marks it out as a lower stage of consciousness than our
price 2d. ; or 2Jd. post free.—Ed. “Light.”]
normal life. Now, Idealism contends that object and image do
coincide for us, because we cannot know anything except the
Physical Manifestations.
image. It follows that the mind creates space just as well in
Sir,—In a recent issue of “Light” Miss Florence Marryat normal life as in dreams. However vast and complicated be
made the extraordinary suggestion that all mediums for physi the scene—a mountainous panorama, an innumerable concourse
cal manifestations come at last to trickery. Are people, then,
of people, the starry sky, the stormy sea —the material that the
(to believe that the manifestations described in the book mind actually works on is a picture always of the same size, an
entitled, “There is no Death,” were the production of mediums impression on the retina considerably smaller than a three
ready at any moment to play tricks with Miss Marryat’s imagi penny bit. The picture converges as the distance decreases;
nation ? The simple fact is, that if all those mediums are now still filling the mind, however, as completely as before, until at
to be classed in the category of tricksters, common-sense minds the focus it must become a point. A micro-picture of the
will refuse to believe in the genuineness of the phenomena panorama of the Alps from the Rigi, painted with absolute
described by Miss Marryat in her book. A more contradictory truth to nature upon perfectly transparent glass (were such con
statement was never uttered by anyone !
ditions possible), held at about a quarter of an inch from the
The volume entitled, “There is no Death,” is composed eye, would impress the mind with exactly the same sense of
principally of descriptions of physical manifestations, and yet vastness as the actual scene does.
*0 are blandly told that all these mediums are capable of
What criterion is there, then, to distinguish real life from
I deception. Miss Marryat’s statement, that when she knew dreams ? None, except the longer duration and greater
the mediums in question they did not deceive her, will not be coherency of the former.
accepted by sceptical minds. The two statements cannot be
Since, then, the perceiving mind creates space for itself,
harmonised. It is no cause for wonder that scientists call us space is nothing apart from our knowledge of it. Hence it is
i'wme ; that practical people refuse to read books devoted to absurd to postulate unknown properties of space, such as this
the exposition of our philosophy ; that genuine manifestations monstrum horrendum informe of a fourth dimension. As a
•re generally regarded as mere sensational stories, invented previous contributor to this discussion has remarked, if a fourth
to make books sell or attract sitters to the seances of mediums
dimension exists tho entering into it would bo tantamount to
an entire submergence-say, rather, annihilation—of all human
Berlin,
Jesse Fiiancis Shepard.
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knowledge mill conceptions ; mid, moroovor, a being existing
therein uould have no ooiiimiuiicafion with oiii'HoIvi'H, or with
any being conceivable to uh, however highly gifted.
“ 0.0.M." claim
*
to bo in “good German company” in
writing inooinprohoiiHilily alluding, 1 presume, to I logoi. I
can aasuro him that 1m in in bett er company than ho himself
supposes granting, I hut. in, that Licht on lung in justified in Haying :
“ If an angel were to diHOourHo to u i of birr philosophy, Home of
tlm proposition
*
would Mound like ‘Twomid two make I hii tjen.
Still, a mere mortal like tlm prcHOnt writer, who hI rives only to
think and write comprehensibly about imaginable things, must,
be pardoned if he fails to appreciate tlm writei'H who uro able to
produce whole pages of incomprehensibility about unimaginable
nothings; pardoned oven if Im feels something of tho righteous
indignation that animated Schopenhauer against the “ throe
renowned sophists ” of Germany.
Any theory that impedes free and rational roHoarch is per
nicious, and deserves no mercy. The fourth-dimension tlmory
is one of this class ; for while, for the present, it promises
much and performs nothing, it will, if not. checked, grow into a
formidable superstition in tlm future. Curtain Spiritualistic
phenomena, if studied by tlm strict methods of physical science,
may Im of incalculable value in loading to deeper and truer
ideas of tho intimate constitution of matter ; while if explained
away by tho aid of a “ fourth dimension,” they will load to no
increase of our knowledge, but rather to a state of mental con
fusion bordering on insanity. Credo yui'n al/surdum will come
to lie the motto of tho degenerate Spiritualist, as it has long
been that of dogenorato religionist
.
*
A “ spirit” will be looked
on as a being existing in tho “ fourth dimension,” who is ablo
on occasions to put his head, or baud, or whole person into
“• our ordinary space,” and perform certain antics therein for
the wonderment of us simple and limited beings—comparable
to tlm easy conjuring tricks that a mother performs to amuse
her baby. Reckless assumptions and baseless metaphysics are
coming up like a mist from the horizon, and threaten to swallow
up whatever of tho spirit of real research still remains among
those calling themselves Spiritualists.
Mr. Sharpe, in his letter published October 27th, doals ex
clusively' with mathematics, but fails to show what possible
connection there can be between mathematics and a fourth
dimension. Will bo explain what he means by “ Algebras and
Geometries ” 1 I always thought there was only one Algebra
and one Geometry. I always found that enough, especially
when working for an examination.
Kola, Manitoba.
Arthur Parry, B.A.
November 15th, 1894.
[As the discussion which recently occurred in tho columns of
“Light" on the question of a “Fourth Dimension” was
opened by the rev. gentleman, we have no alternative but to
concede his right to reply.—Ei>. “ Light.”]
RECEIVED.

“Collectanea Hermetica.” Edited by W. Wynn Westcott.
Vol. V.—“ Somnium Scipionis : Tho Vision of Scipio con
sidered as a Fragment of tho Mysteries.” By L. O. “The Golden Verses of Pythagoras.” By A. E. A.—“ The
Symbols of Pythagoras." By S. A. (London: Theosophical
Publishing Society, 7, Duke-street, Adelphi, W.C. 2s. Gd.
wtt.)

An article from the pen of Mrs. Hanlingo Britten,
dealing with the question “What shall we do with our
Spiritualism .'” will appear in our next week’s issue.
“The Unknown World.”—Tho current number of the
“ Unknown World ” (James Elliott and Co.), although appeal
ing chiefly to a select circle of readers, contains a number of
items of interest. Not the least attractive of its contents is a
reproduction of an oil painting by Madame do Steiger, “Tho
Spirit of the East Wind; or, Ghoul of the Shipwreck (Raising
a Storm with Black Magic).” Amongst the articles to which
we should be inclined to award tho palm for excellence is
“A Natural Science in its Relations to a Natural Mysticism,”
by Mr. J. A. Campbell, an essay which in substance and
expression displays considerable merit. The editorial portion of
the magazine contains a complimentary reference to “Light”
in relation to the recent exposures. Amongst the worthier con
tributions we would class “Tho Position of Mystical Societies
in the West,” by E. T. Sturdy ; “Our Intellectual Relation to
the Unseen,” by Mary Everest Boole ; “Tlm Soldiers’ Ceme
tery at Khandalla, India” (poem), by Dr. William Sharpe, a»d
“Sacrifice,” by Rev. R. W. Corbet.
0
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Mr. 1’reysn gave an inl.croHting address, which was highj'
apprucialed by tlm audience. On Sunday next, December .’Hit)/
Mr. Ilodgor will address tlm mooting. If speakers have
datoii will they kindly communicate with mo? \V. Maitm.
London Occult Society. On Tuesday evening, January
Sth, at 113, Edgwaro-road, wo shall commence a series ,,l
experimental seances for members only. All wishing p, Lii,
us should write to mo as soon us possible. Bur annual sub.
scription is 5s. A. F. Tindall, A.T.O.L., 15, Lanark-villas
Maida Vaio.
111, Clarendon road, Notting Hill, W. On Sunday
wo had a good mooting. Mr. Mason, Mr. brake, and Mr
Collings gave uh their views upon “Spiritualism and Jp,w
to Extend It.” Mrs. Mason’s controls gave very auco«wifu|
clairvoyance. On Sunday next, at 7 p.m.. open meeting.
Tuesday, at 8 p.m., sitance, Mrs. Mason ; Saturday, at 8 p.m,'
open circle. On Sunday, .January Gl.h, Mr. Burns will cheep
us with his presence, and give us an address and examine
heads. -J. IL B.
Notice to Tyneside Spiritualists.—The Executive of the
Newcastle Spiritual Evidence Society have secured the Good
Templars’ Hall, 2, Clayton-street (corner of Blackett-atreet),
for Wednesday evening, January 9th, 1895, for the [»urpo.;<:of
a general conference of tho Spiritualists of Newcastle aid
Gateshead to discuss tho advisability of securing HuitabI
*
premises for carrying on tho work of tlm movement, and,
cordial invitation in extended to all Spiritualists and friendst,
join with us in a united effort to secure this end. Business to
commence at 7-30 p.m.—R. Ellisou, Secretary.
Cavendish Rooms, 51, Mortimer-stkeet, W.—On Sunday
last, Miss Rowan Vincent, in her replies to sixteen questions,
gave a vast amount of information of just the kind suitable for
inquirers—interesting and instructive to all. We are very
glad always to see this lady’s generous and able efforts appre
ciated by the full audionces she commands. Miss Vincent haz
very kindly consented to lecture for us again on February 24th,
1895. Next .Sunday, December 30th, 1894, short address by
Mr. W. T. Cooper, followed by clairvoyance by Miss
McCreadio’s evor-welcome spirit-guide “Sunshine.”—L, H.
Stratford Society of Spiritualists.—Our old friend Mr.
Veitch will Lake our platform on Sunday, December 30th. No
meeting on Fridays this month. Dr. Reynolds gave a very
instructive address on Sunday on “Christ Ono of the World’s
Great Reformers,” which was listened to by a good audience,
and was vory ably supported by our old and esteemed friend
Mr. Andrew Glendinning. Mr. Gozzett rendered a violin solo,
which was simply beautiful and was well appreciated. Wears
pleased to say that after paying all expensos towards Florence
Marryat’s lecture, “There is no Death,” on December 4th, we
handed over to our building fund £10 3s. 2d.—Thos. McCallvm,
Hon. Secretary.
To Correspondents.—Several communications are neces
sarily held over for want of space.
Professor Huxley.—A correspondent writes:—“I sent
the recent numbers of ‘ Light ’ to Professor Huxley, calling
his attention to Professor Barrett’s Address. I also sent him
Dr. Lodge’s report, telling him I had witnessed similar occur
rences in the light, lie writes saying ho is too much engaged
on other topics to go into the matter. ‘He had not read the
papers.’ The Professor evidently does not like Spiritualism."
The Conduct of Circles.—We have printed, in a con
venient form, suitable for enclosure in letters or for distribution
at public meetings, “M.A. (Oxon.’s) ” “Advice to Inquirers,
for the Conduct of Circles.” We shall Do pleased to supply
copies free to all friends who will undertake to make good use
of them. Tho only charge will be for postage—25, Id.; A
Id. ; 100, 2d. ; 200, 3d. ; 400, 4.W. ; GOO, Gd., &c.

THE LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE.
2, Duke-street, Adelphi, W.C.

This Society of Spiritualists, founded for the

purpose, primarily, of uniting those who share a common faith,
and then of giving information respecting that faith to those wh
Beck for it, occupies Chambers at the above address. There will
bo found an extensive Library of works especially attractive to
Spiritualists, the various Journals of Spiritualism published in this
and other countries; and opportunities of converse with friends likeminded. The Alliance holds periodical meetings at which papers on
interesting phases of the subject are read, and discussion is invited.
Donations solicited.
Minimum Annual Subscription of Members and Associates, One
Guinea, payable in advance, and on tho 1st January in each year.
Further particulars may be obtained from H. I). GQPFlUiY, bibrariaii,

on the premises,

